Errata list

Thesis “Interleukin 15 and 17 in Staphylococcus aureus arthritis” by Louise Henningsson.

On the backside of the cover:
IBSN number says: 978-91-628-9569-7  Change to: 978-91-633-9569-7

Page 15, 2nd paragraph, last sentence:
“enhanced binding of factor I and hence”  “enhanced binding of factor I and hence”

In some of the thesis page 21, picture “Functions of IL-17A and IL-17F”:

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{MMP1} & \text{MMP3} & \text{MMP9} \\
\end{array}
\]

Page 44, 1st paragraph, line 8:
“in patents with RA”  “in patients with RA”

Page 47, last paragraph:
“IL-17A knockout compared with”  “IL-17A knockout mice compared with”

Page 53, 4th paragraph, 1st sentence:
“involved in the upregulation of IL-23”  “involved in the downregulation of IL-23”

Page 53, 4th paragraph, line 7:
“downregulation of IL-23 in.”  “downregulation of IL-23 in these cells.”

Page 54, Paper II, last sentence:
“in the absence of IL-17”  “in the absence of IL-17A”

Page 54. Paper III, last sentence:
“in response to 17A stimulation”  “in response to IL-17A stimulation”

Page 55, 2nd paragraph, 2nd sentence:
“CD4+ cells to IL-17 production”  “CD4+ cells to IL-17A production”

Paper I, Page 4, 2nd paragraph, line 7:
“by deletion of the IL-15 or by”  “by deletion of the IL-15 gene or by”